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Abstract. Within the biomedical area over one hundred terminologies exist and
are merged in the Unified Medical Language System Metathesaurus, which gives
over 1 million concepts. When such huge terminological resources are available,
the users must deal with them and specifically they must deal with irrelevant parts
of these terminologies. We propose to exploit seed terms and semantic distance
algorithms in order to customize the terminologies and to limit within them a
semantically homogeneous space. An evaluation performed by a medical expert
indicates that the proposed approach is relevant for the customization of
terminologies and that the extracted terms are mostly relevant to the seeds. It also
indicates that different algorithms provide with similar or identical results within a
given terminology. The difference is due to the terminologies exploited. A special
attention must be paid to the definition of optimal association between the
semantic similarity algorithms and the thresholds specific to a given terminology.
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1. Introduction
Thanks to the recent research in Artificial Intelligence, Natural Language Processing
and Knowledge Engineering, an increasing number of terminological resources exists.
Besides, these resources become larger and more complex when they tend to cover
whole domains. For instance, within the biomedical area, several terminologies are
available, such as MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) [1] or SNOMED CT
(Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine – Clinical Terms) [2], while the UMLS
(Unified Medical Language System) Metathesaurus [3], making freely available over
million concepts from over 100 terminologies, emphasizes this situation. Therefore, the
user has to deal also with the irrelevant parts of these terminologies [4] because in
several situations and contexts it is suitable to exploit a more constrained terminology
or its subset. Because of the growing complexity and of the availability of
terminologies, the research concerns move towards their customization. Customization
leads indeed to the reduction of the semantic space and to generation of smaller and
more coherent subsets of terms. The customization of terminologies has been discussed
previously [5], but a real evolution has been marked only recently. Thus, this process

may lead to the coherence of the top concepts [6], to the revision of description logicbased ontologies in order to incorporate new concepts [7], to the logical definition of
modularity and of ontological modules, and to their application and combination [8-9].
Let us also cite Slim GO [10] subsets of Gene Ontology (GO) [11] terms created thanks
to the functional annotations of genes. The slims provide functionally homogeneous
sets of terms which concentrate on a given species or on a set of genes and group only
those terms which are exploited for their annotation. We propose to exploit the
semantic distance algorithms often applied within tree-structured resources, such as
terminologies, and allowing the computing of the relatedness between two terms. The
algorithms rely on the number of edges between two terms and may also exploit other
factors such as depth and density of concepts, type of relationships or link orientation
[12-16]. These algorithms are exploited within applications in which it is necessary to
compute the semantically close terms, often in order to increase the sensitivity of the
automatic systems: information indexing, retrieval and filtering [14,17-18], word sens
disambiguation [15,19], malapropisms [16], terminology and dictionary development
[20-21], novelty and redundancy detection [22], detection of similarity between genes
[23]. We propose to exploit the semantic distance for the terminology customization. In
this paper, we present the material and the methods exploited for the terminology
customization, we then discuss the results and conclude with some perspectives.
2. Material and Methods
Material. UMLS is our main material. It merges over one million concepts from over
one hundred terminologies. Each concept has an unique identifier CUI and is assigned
to a semantic type (ie, Atrial fibrillation belongs to the Pathologic Function type,
Colorectal neoplasms to Neoplastic Process). The concepts are linked between them
with 16 categories of UMLS-specific relationships (PAR has parent, CHD has child...).
Methods. Our method relies on the semantic similarity approaches, such as those
implemented within the UMLS-Similarity [24] package (Leacock and Chodorov LCH
[19], path [24]...). This package has been created for the computing of semantic
similarity between two UMLS CUIs explicitly indicated by users. The computing is
done within a given terminology and with a given semantic measure. We propose to
augment this module and to go beyond the processing of pairs of CUIs. The new
function will exploit this module for the customization of UMLS or of a given
terminology: on the basis of the seed CUIs provided by users, the module will be able
to extract a set of the related CUIs and to semantically constrain this set. Additionally,
we implement new measures. We perform three types of evaluation: (a) technical
validity and reproducibility of the results; (b) evaluation of newly implemented
algorithms; (c) judgment on the relevance of the results within the context of
terminology customization performed with an expert who validated the sets of terms
and also rated all the pairs of terms within these sets according to a previously
proposed scale [25]: (1) non related concepts, (2) marginally related concepts, (3)
closely related concepts, and (4) synonym or almost synonym concepts.
3. Results and Discussion
We present the following results: design and functionalities of the module for the
customization of terminologies, implementation of new semantic similarity measures,
and the evaluation of the results according to the proposed evaluation methods.

Customization of terminologies. The UMLS-Threshold package has been developed
in order to allow the customization of terminologies (whole UMLS or its individual
terminologies). It exploits the existing UMLS-Similarity module and provides new
functionalities to it. The UMLS-Threshold package accepts as input several parameters:
one or a set of the UMLS seed CUIs, and also the information on the names of the
terminologies, on the relations to be exploited, on the semantic similarity measures and
on the thresholds to be applied. Thanks to these parameters and data, the package then
finds out all the neighboring CUIs within a given terminology or within the whole
UMLS though the application of the Dikjstra algorithm [26]. It then applies the
similarity measures and exploits them to weight the paths between the CUIs. These
paths are then cut according to the threshold and the similarity measure indicated by
the user. This last function leads to the customization of the terminology through the
limitation of the paths and the reduction of the semantic space around each seed CUI.
An additional customization function is applied when the type of relationships is taken
into account: it can be only hierarchical UMLS relationships, like in the UMLSSimilarity module, or it can also cover other types of relationships. Indeed, we assume
that it can be interesting to go beyond the hierarchical relationships and to exploit other
relationships: terms linked by these may also be interesting for several applications.

Figure 1: An excerpt from the graphical user interface for the seed CUI C0009404
Colorectal neoplasms.
The user graphical interface GUI (Figure 1) has been developed to access all these
functionalities and their results. Figure 1 shows the details (parent and child CUIs,
depth of the CUIs, synonyms, definition, source terminologies, semantic types...) for
the seed CUI C0009404 Colorectal neoplasms. The Visualization tab of the interface
generates the graph with Graphviz (www.graphviz.org) and presents the selected CUIs. The
execution time is extremely short when queries rely on the indexed hierarchical UMLS
relationships. It becomes longer (several seconds)when the whole UMLS is queried.
For the customization tests, we exploited several settings and parameters for seven seed
CUIs. For instance, we exploited the same relations (PAR has parent and CHD has
child) provided either by the SNOMED CT or by MeSH. We then compared the
extracted graphs of terms. With the SNOMED CT, we observe that the selected terms
belong to five hierarchical levels, while they belong to three hierarchical levels when

the MeSH is exploited. We also observed that the extracted sets of terms are different:
not surprisingly this set is richer with the SNOMED CT. Another difference in results
appears depending on the similarity measures and on the thresholds exploited. As a
matter of fact this is the core point for a successful exploitation of this kind of
approaches: the user has to define experimentally or from a previous work the optimal
association between the terminology, the semantic measures and the thresholds. In our
experience with SNOMED CT and with MeSH, we have for instance observed that the
measure LCH is optimal with the 2.4 threshold. Additionally, this measure provides
very close results to those obtained with the path measure and the threshold 0.32.
New semantic similarity measures. Two new measures have been implemented. One
is specific to the exploitation of the Gene Ontology [27], the other one respects the
specificities of UMLS (different terminologies and relationships among the CUIs) and
is adapted to the exploitation of the whole UMLS graph [8]. The implementation of
these new measures is possible thanks to various data computed and gathered by the
module, such as those presented on figure 1.
Evaluation. The integration of the UMLS-Similarity and UMLS-Threshold packages
guarantees the reproducibility of the results generated though the UMLS-Similarity
package. Thus, the technical reproducibility of results and the communication between
the packages are performed correctly. The evaluation of two newly implemented
algorithms indicates that the result are reproduced nearly exactly for the algorithm
adapted to UMLS [8]. The few differences observed are due to the evolution between
the two exploited versions of UMLS. As for the Gene Ontology specific algorithm
[27], the comparison with previously reported results appears to be difficult. The main
reason is again due to the evolution of the terminology. Indeed, since the publication of
the measure in 2007, several hundreds of new terms and relations among them have
been added. This causes a difference in the results, although they remain coherent. The
aspect related to the evolution of the terminological resources is an interesting issue.
Generated sets of terms have been presented to the expert, who was asked to rate each
pair of terms from 1 (non related terms) to 4 (synonyms), and to evaluate the relevance
of these terms to the seeds. The evaluated sets of terms contain mainly the ratings 4 and
3, which is a positive result. As for the relevance of these sets to the seed terms, for the
CUI C0004238 Atrial fibrillation (sets extracted from SNOMED CT and MeSH) the
expert validation indicated that the precision is 73% and 62.5% respectively. For the
SNOMED CT set, the expert selected 16 and rejected 6 terms, while for the MeSH sets,
the expert selected 10 and rejected 6 terms. When we presented the expert with more
neighboring CUIs not selected by the UMLS-Threshold, he selected 16 more terms out
of 94. These results indicate that the semantic similarity approach may ease a lot the
customization of terminologies and especially that the reduction of the potentially
available CUIs with semantic similarity approaches is reliable.
4. Conclusion and Perspectives
We propose to exploit the semantic similarity measures for customization of
terminologies. We rely on the existing module UMLS-Similarity and enrich it with the
thresholding functions (UMLS-Threshold package). The results are available through
the graphical user interface. The evaluation of the results by a medical expert provides
with several indications, although additional evaluation is necessary to make these
observations stronger. First of all, the semantic similarity measures seem to be suitable
for the customization of the existing large terminologies. A possible difficulty for the

use of such approach may be related to the fact that the thresholds vary according to the
measures and to the terminologies exploited, but the previous experience of users may
help the definition of the optimal thresholds. Another positive point is that, with the
settings exploited, the majority of the relevant terms were included in the extracted sets
of terms. The combination of measures, of the UMLS relations, and the study of their
complementarity is another perspective of this work. We also implemented two new
measures, but their full evaluation is also a perspective to this work.
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